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The hiral properties of lattie fermions an be improved by altering either their fermion-gauge
oupling or the pure gauge part of the ation (or both). Using both perturbation theory and
nonperturbative simulation, we ompare a simple alteration of the gauge ation (whih enompasses
the Wilson, Symanzik, Iwasaki, and DBW2 ations), and HYP-bloked links in the fermion ation.
Perturbative tests inlude alulations of the potential, avor-hanging quark sattering amplitudes,
and mathing fators for urrents. Non-perturbative tests inlude the potential, measurements of
avor symmetry breaking for staggered fermions, the behavior of topologial objets, and properties
of overlap ations. Our results display the bad properties of these ations as well as their good ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hiral symmetry breaking of lattie fermions is the most serious lattie artifat we fae in numerial simulations.
Most dynamial simulations use staggered or Wilson-like fermions, where hiral symmetry breaking is expliit and
diult to ontrol. In the ase of staggered fermions lattie artifats indue avor symmetry breaking, resulting in
non-Goldstone pions that an be signiantly heavier than the Goldstone partile. In the ase of Wilson-like fermions
the eet of hiral symmetry breaking is most observable in the ourene of exeptional ongurations. Domain wall
fermions, whih in theory are hiral, have a residual hiral symmetry breaking due to the niteness of the fth lattie
diretion. Overlap fermions are hiral, no matter what non-hiral ation they are onstruted from. However, the
omputational requirements needed to evaluate the overlap operator an be signiantly lowered if it is based on a
near-hiral ation.
A systemati improvement program modies the pure gauge part of the ation, the fermioni ation, and the gauge
onnetions of the fermions, to onstrut a hirally improved ation with redued lattie artifats. Less ambitious
programs might hange only part of the ation at a time, aording to the improvement needs of the program.
Several possibilities have been explored to improve the hiral symmetry of fermioni ations. They are all based
on the observation that most of the hiral violation ome from the short sale, plaquette level vauum utuations of
the gauge eld. One option is to smear the gauge onnetion of the fermions, reduing the oupling of utuations
to the fermions. This option has been used with staggered fermions [1, 2℄. The two smearing transformations that
are used most extensively are the Fat7/Asqtad [3, 4, 5℄ and HYP smearings [6℄. Both of these transformations are
O(a2) perturbatively improved, though only the Asqtad smearing was designed perturbatively. The HYP smearing
is optimized non-perturbatively.
The other option that has been studied lately is to modify the pure gauge ation suh a way that the reation
of small sale vauum utuations is dynamially suppressed. The Iwasaki ation [7℄ has been used extensively by
CP-PACS both in dynamial Wilson and domain wall fermion simulations [8, 9℄ while the DBW2 ation [10, 11℄ was
hosen by the Columbia-BNL group in their domain wall fermion simulations [12℄. The Iwasaki and espeially the
DBW2 ations have larger perturbative lattie orretions than the Wilson plaquette ation though in numerial tests
that did not seem to inrease the lattie artifats.
The advantage for numerial simulations of modifying the gauge ation instead of smearing the gauge onnetion
is obvious. Almost any gauge ation an be simulated faster than a ompliated fermioni ation, though with the
reently developed partial-global stohasti Metropolis (PGSM) update even projeted smeared link fermions an be
2simulated eetively [2, 13, 14℄. The important question is if the improvement oered by the modied gauge ations is
suient, and even more, if, in addition to the improved hiral symmetry any unwanted lattie artifats are introdued
by these ations.
Our goal in this paper is to ompare dierent physial properties, both perturbative and non-perturbative, of the
smeared and modied gauge ations, and possibly to predit whih hoie is going to give the most eient approah
of the ontinuum limit.
In Se. 2 we introdue the ations we study. A perturbative analysis of the properties of these ations is arried
out in Se. 3. In Se. 4 we show simulation results for the heavy quark potential. The topologial properties of these
ations are disussed in Se. 5. Flavor symmetry violations for staggered ations are shown in Se. 6. Se. 7 disusses
some properties of overlap ations built using HYP links or in the bakground of gauge elds with the gauge ations
we study. Our onlusions are found in Se. 8.
II. THE ACTIONS
In the following we onsider a family of ations onsisting of the 1× 1 plaquette and the 1× 2 planar loop
Sg(U) =
β
3
[c0
∑
n,µ<ν
W 1×1µν (n) + c1
∑
n,µ6=ν
W 1×2µν (n)] (1)
with the normalization ondition c0 + 8c1 = 1. The oeient c1 an vary, giving the dierent ations
c1 = 0 Wilson (2)
−1/12 tree level Symanzik (3)
−0.331 Iwasaki (4)
−1.4088 DBW2. (5)
The tree level Symanzik ation is O(a4) improved [15℄, while both the Iwasaki and DBW2 ations have opposite O(a2)
orretions than the Wilson plaquette ation. Some of the saling properties of the Iwasaki ation have been studied
in [8℄ while the DBW2 ation was investigated in [10, 12℄. In our numerial symulations we use the 1-loop tadpole
improved Symanzik ation [16, 17℄
SSym1l(U) =
β1×1
3
∑
n,µ<ν
W 1×1µν (n) +
β1×2
3
∑
n,µ6=ν
W 1×2µν (n) +
βpg
3
∑
n,µ6=ν 6=ρ
W pgµνρ (6)
where W pg is a six-link parallelogram with links running around the opposing edges of the ube. The β oeients
for SSym1l are tadpole improved aording to the plaquette expetation value.
In addition to the dierent gauge ations we will onsider two smearing transformations for the fermion-gauge eld
interation. The Fat7 smearing replaes the usual one-link oupling with a linear ombination of gauge loops up to
length seven. It has perturbatively determined oeients whih remove the avor hanging gluons at the edges of
the Brillouin zone for staggered fermions. When an additional 5-link term is added to the Fat7 smearing the resulting
ation is O(a2) improved in the fermion-gluon onnetion [3℄. With tadpole boosted oeients this leads to the
Asqtad smearing transformation [5℄. (One should note that the Asqtad staggered ation also has a third nearest
neighbor Naik term, whih we do not inlude here.) The Asqtad smeared links are not unitary  they are simply the
linear ombinations of the extended gauge paths.
Our seond smearing transformation is HYP smearing [6℄. HYP smeared links are onstruted from three levels
of modied, SU(3) projeted APE bloking steps in a way that makes the transformation loal and smooth. While
the HYP smearing is non-perturbatively optimized, its oeients an just as well be tuned to give perturbative
improvement.
3III. PERTURBATIVE CONSIDERATIONS
A. Preliminaries
The gauge ations we study have propagators whih obey the equation
[
1
ξ − 1 kˆµkˆν +
∑
ρ
(kˆρδµν − kˆµδρµqµρkˆρ)]Gµν = δµν (7)
where
qµν = (1− δµν)(1 − c1(kˆ2µ + kˆ2ν)) (8)
and kˆµ = 2 sin(kµ/2). ξ is the gauge-xing term: ξ = 1 is Feynman gauge. The Wilson gauge ation propagator is
Gµν = [δµν + (ξ − 1) kˆµkˆν
kˆ2
]
1
kˆ2
. (9)
For other ations we merely numerially invert Eq. 7 to onstrut the propagator.
We will be onerned only with unitary fat links, gauge onnetions whih are themselves elements of the gauge
group, even though they may be built of sums of produts of the original thin links of the simulation. For smooth
elds the fat links have an expansion Vµ(x) = 1 + iaBµ(x) + . . . and the original thin links have an expansion
Uµ(x) = 1 + iaAµ(x) + . . .. For omputations of 2- and 4-quark operator renormalization/mathing onstants at one
loop, only the linear part of the relation between fat and thin links is needed [18℄, and it an be parameterized as
Bµ(x) =
∑
y,ν
hµν(y)Aν(x+ y) . (10)
Quadrati terms in (10), whih would only be relevant for tadpole graphs, appear as ommutators and therefore do
not ontribute, sine tadpoles are symmetri in the two gluons. In momentum spae, the onvolution of Eq. (10)
beomes a form fator
Bµ(q) =
∑
ν
h˜µν(q)Aν (q) . (11)
If all gluon lines start and end on fermion lines, then, eetively, the gluon propagator hanges into
Gµν → h˜µλGλσh˜σν . (12)
Obviously, this means that in perturbation theory, as far as the fermions are onerned, fattening the links in the
fermion ation is equivalent to altering the gauge ation.
The family of smearings inluding HYP links [6℄ and the order-a2 improved link [3℄ whih, when augmented by
tadpole improvement, gives the Asqtad link used by the MILC ollaboration [5℄, have
h˜µν = δν,µDµ(k) + (1− δν,µ)Gν,µ(k) . (13)
The diagonal and o-diagonal ouplings an be deomposed, respetively, as
Dµ(k) = 1− d1
4
∑
ν 6=µ
kˆ2ν +
d2
16
∑
ν<ρ
ν,ρ6=µ
kˆ2ν kˆ
2
ρ −
d3
64
kˆ2ν kˆ
2
ρ kˆ
2
σ −
d4
16
∑
ν 6=µ
kˆ4ν , (14)
4and
Gν,µ(k) =
kˆµkˆν
4
G˜ν,µ(k) (15)
G˜ν,µ(k) = d1 − d2
(kˆ2ρ + kˆ
2
σ)
8
+ d3
kˆ2ρkˆ
2
σ
12
+ d4
kˆ2ν
4
, (16)
where all indies (µ, ν, ρ, σ) are dierent.
The oeients d1−4 distinguish the dierent hoies of links:
1. Fat-7 links:
d1 = 1, d2 = 1, d3 = 1, d4 = 0. (17)
2. O(a2) improved links:
d1 = 0, d2 = 1, d3 = 1, d4 = 1. (18)
3. HYP smeared links:
d1 = (2/3)α1(1 + α2(1 + α3)), d2 = (4/3)α1α2(1 + 2α3), d3 = 8α1α2α3, d4 = 0. (19)
There are two interesting hoies for the αi. The rst was determined in Ref. [6℄ using a non-perturbative
optimization proedure: α1 = 0.75, α2 = 0.6 α3 = 0.3. The seond is hosen so to remove O(a
2) avor-
symmetry breaking ouplings at tree level. This gives the same di as for Fat-7 links.
B. Stati Potential
With the gluon propagator we an immediately ompute the stati Coulomb potential,
Vc(r) =
∫
ak
exp(i~k · r)G00(qµ = (0, ~k)) (20)
where
∫
ak
=
∏
j
∫ pi
−pi
d(akj)/(2π) will be the symbol for integration over the (resaled) momentum hyperube. With
our onventions, the ontinuum potential is V (r) = 1/(4πr), and so plotting the resaled lattie potential 4πrV (r)
immediately exposes the lattie artifats of a partiular ation. We show results for this quantity in Fig. 1 for the four
andidate ations of our study. The tree level Symanzik ation has no O(a2) nor O(a4) disretization errors and also
has the smallest saling violations. The other ations have O(a4) saling violations, whih should be of opposite sign
for the Wilson ation versus the Iwasaki and DWB2 ations. This is seen in the gure. However, the most notiable
feature of the potential is the systemati distortion of 4πrV (r) below unity at small lattie distane as the oeient
c1 beomes more negative. The results of this alulation strongly disfavor use of a large negative value of c1 for any
lattie simulations with physis related to the short distane part of the potential.
The potential itself is, of ourse, unaeted by any fattening of the fermion's gauge onnetion, but we an also
dene a smeared potential, in whih the gluon propagator G00 is replaed by G00. This quantity has the physial
interpretation of the potential seen by a heavy lattie quark whose gauge onnetion is a fat link. Results for two
gauge ations (Wilson and tree level Symanzik) and two smearings, HYP and Asqtad, are shown in Fig. 2.
Both of these smearings distort the lattie potential at small r/a. The immediate onlusion that one draws from
these pitures is that one should not do simulations involving heavy quarks with smeared links  the loss of Coulomb
5Figure 1: The saled stati potential 4pirV (r) for several lattie ations: (a) Wilson (c1 = 0), (b) tree level Symanzik (c1 =
−1/12), () Iwasaki (c1 = −0.331)(d) DWB2 (c1 = −1.4088).
behavior at short distane will allow the wave funtion of a heavy quark-antiquark bound state to spread out, the
value of the wave funtion at the origin will be small, and hyperne splittings will ollapse. This eet is readily seen
in simulations.
A partiular example of the danger of fattening heavy quarks is seen in the reent MILC study of heavy quark-light
quark deay onstants, fD and fB [19℄. One of the data sets olleted by these authors used fermions fattened with
a large amount of APE-smearing [20℄ (c = 0.45, N = 10 in the onventions of Ref. [18℄). This amount of smearing
produes a notiable suppression of the stati potential out to r/a ≃ 3 − 4. The authors observed a twenty per ent
redution in fB. This eet presumably would go away at smaller lattie spaing, but omparing Fig. 2, one would
need to halve the lattie spaing to redue the lattie artifat to the level of HYP bloking.
However, the motivation for using smeared links in a fermion ation is, by and large, to improve the hiral properties
of the ation. This is physis appliable to light quarks, not heavy ones. Many simulations of light quarks with various
degrees of fattening show no ill eets on spetrosopy or on matrix elements  generally, improvement of saling is
observed [1, 2℄. Fattening is something whih an be done seletively, in a mass-dependent way. Altering the gauge
ation will aet quarks regardless of their mass.
Finally, we all the reader's attention to the rather large lattie spaing artifats of the Asqtad-smeared potential
as ompared to the HYP- smeared potential (or any of the usual unsmeared potentials).
6Figure 2: The saled stati smeared potential 4pirV (r) for two lattie ations and two smearing funtions: (a) Wilson (c1 = 0)
gauge ation with HYP bloking, (b) tree level Symanzik (c1 = −1/12) gauge ation with HYP bloking, () Wilson (c1 = 0)
gauge ation with Asqtad bloking, (d) tree level Symanzik (c1 = −1/12) gauge ation with Asqtad bloking,
C. One-loop Perturbative Mathing Fators
A matrix element of an observable omputed using one regularization (MS) is related in perturbation theory to
a linear ombination of observables omputed using another (lattie) regularization through a matrix of mathing
oeients Znm
〈f |Ocontn (µ)|i〉MS = aD
∑
m
Z(µ, a)nm〈f |Olatt(a)m|i〉 (21)
where eah oeient is a dierene between (the nite part of a) ontinuum-regulated and a lattie-regulated ex-
pression
Znm(µ, a,m) = 1 +
g2
16π2
(∆F
MS
−∆latt). (22)
(g2 is the squared oupling). For urrents, it is ustomary to divide out the quadrati Casimir CF and to present
results for z = (∆F
MS
− ∆latt)/CF . For four-quark operators (for weak-interation matrix elements, for example),
it is ustomary just to write b = ∆F
MS
− ∆latt. Generally, in the ontext of perturbation theory, one attempts to
design ations, operators, and methods of performing perturbative alulations [21℄ so that the z or b oeients are
7Wilson Tree level Sym Iwasaki DWB2
ZV -15.33 -11.91 -7.44 -3.03
ZA -13.79 -10.72 -6.71 -2.75
ZS -19.31 -15/08 -8.90 -1.04
ZP -22.38 -17.47 -10.36 -1.59
Z+ -36.63 -28.86 -19.15 -1.08
Z− -43.20 -32.78 -18.27 -1.61
Table I: z and b oeients for one loop mathing fators for some two- and four-fermion operators, for thin-link lover fermions
with CSW = 1, and gauge ation as labelled. Errors are ±1 in the last digit shown.
Wilson Tree level Sym Iwasaki DWB2
ZV , ZA -14.80 -11.24 -6.76 -2.63
ZP , ZS -39.24 -30.35 -17.99 -4.38
Z+ -25.18 -19.25 -12.54 -7.86
Z− -68.06 -51.45 -29.0 -5.35
Table II: z and b oeients for one loop mathing fators for some two- and four-fermion operators, for naive fermions with
CSW = 1, and gauge ation as labelled. Errors are ±1 in the last digit shown.
minimized. The reader might reall that at typial lattie spaings studied today, typial hoies for g2/4π range
from 0.1-0.2, so a z or b of about 20 implies a twenty to forty per ent eet from a one loop alulationperhaps a
bit large for omfort. Typially, with fat links one an redue these numbers by an order of magnitude, as seen by
perturbative alulations[18, 22, 23℄ or nonperturbative simulation [24℄.
We have omputed one loop perturbative mathing fators for loal urrents ψ¯(x)Γψ(x)for the vetor (V), axial
vetor (A), salar (S) and pseudosalar (P) urrents, as well as the mathing fators for the four-fermion operators
O± = O1 ±O2, built from
O = (q¯(1)α Γ1q
(2)
β )⊗ (q¯(3)γ Γ2qˆ(4)δ ). (23)
where Γ1 = Γ2 = γµ(1 − γ5). O± = O1 ± O2; if olor labels α = δ, β = γ, O = O1; if olor labels α = β, γ = δ,
O = O2. (These operators have no penguin ontributions.)
An important indiator of hiral improvement [25℄ for nonhiral ations is the dierene zV − zA = (zP − zS)/2:
the mixing of four-fermion operators into the opposite hirality setor is ontrolled by this quantity.
Our results are shown in Tables I, II. For operators with anomalous dimensions (all but the vetor and axial vetor
urrents) our results are for the ase (lattie spaing a× regularization point µ) = 1. We see that as c1 beomes
inreasingly negative, the z and b oeients generally shrink.
We next repeat these alulations, but now with fermions with HYP-smeared gauge onnetions. Tables III, IV
show a dramati redution in the z and b oeients, even when the Wilson gauge ation is used. With the redution
of these numbers omes also a redution in the dierene zV − zA for lover fermions.
From the point of perturbative theory for mathing fators, the onlusion is lear: it is muh more eient to
fatten the fermion gauge onnetions than to inrease c1 in the gauge ation.
8Wilson Tree level Sym Iwasaki DWB2
ZV -1.38 -1.18 -0.89 -0.50
ZA -1.30 -1.11 -0.84 -0.48
ZP 0.04 0.54 1.55 3.77
ZS -0.12 0.41 1.45 3.72
Z+ -6.43 -6.14 -5.89 -6.12
Z− 2.16 3.11 4.84 8.34
Table III: z and b oeients for one loop mathing fators for some two- and four-fermion operators, for lover fermions with
CSW = 1, HYP-smeared links, and gauge ation as labelled. Errors are ±1 in the last digit shown.
Wilson Tree level Sym Iwasaki DWB2
ZV , ZA -0.95 -0.79 -0.59 -0.33
ZP , ZS -0.62 -0.01 1.20 3.61
Z+ -4.75 -4.65 -4.75 -5.53
Z− 1.92 2.95 4.81 8.37
Table IV: z and b oeients for one loop mathing fators for some two- and four-fermion operators, for naive fermions with
CSW = 1, HYP-smeared links, and gauge ation as labelled. Errors are ±1 in the last digit shown.
D. On-shell Sattering Amplitudes
Let us reall that the motivation for introduing smeared links into staggered fermions was to suppress the oupling
between the region of the fermion Brillouin zone near kµ = (0, 0, 0, 0) and regions of the Brillouin zone orresponding
to doublers: one or more kµ ≃ π. Smearing amounts to a form fator whih suppresses the emission or absorption
of gluons whose exhange ould satter a quark from a kµ ≃ 0 into a doubler state. The absene of this kind of
sattering means an improvement in avor symmetry for staggered fermions sine a proess whih transforms a quark
of one avor (living in one part of the Brillouin zone) into another avor is redued.
To quantify this senario, let's imagine (in the ontinuum, rst) the sattering of two on-shell quarks of momentum
±p1 into two quarks of momentum ±p2. The T−matrix for the sattering is
T (k) = [u¯(p2)γµu(p1)]Gµν(k)[u¯(−p2)γνu(−p1)] (24)
where of ourse k = p1 − p2. Imposing the on-shell onstraint γ · p|u(pi〉 = 0, we see that the gauge-dependent term
(proportional to (ξ− 1)kµkν/k2) vanishes, leaving the sattering amplitude proportional to the Feynman gauge gluon
propagator (and spinor fators). The reader an quikly onrm that the same result obtains for naive fermions and
the Wilson gluon propagator.
Now reall that the eet of smearing is to replae the gluon propagator by the smeared gluon propagator, Eq.
12. As a way of omparing the level of avor symmetry violation, we just look at the Feynman gauge propagator
(appropriate for avor symmetry restoration with thin link fermions) or the smeared propagator. We plot k2
∑
µGµµ
versus
√
k2 for a set of momenta kµ = πnµ/8, nµ = 1 . . . 8. Fig. 3 shows our results for thin link ations. As c1
beomes more negative, the sattering amplitude at large k dereases. We would antiipate that avor symmetry
would be improved by negative c1. We will onrm this expetation in Se. 6.
However, muh greater suppression at large k is ahieved by onverting to a smeared link. In Fig. 4 we show several
examples of k2
∑
µ Gµµ, whih parameterizes the sattering of smeared link fermions. HYP links and the Wilson gauge
ation produe more suppression than thin links and the DWB2 ation. Clearly, a ombination of greater c1 and a
9Figure 3: k2Gµµ(k) for several lattie ations: (a) Wilson (c1 = 0), (b) tree level Symanzik (c1 = −1/12), () Iwasaki
(c1 = −0.331)(d) DWB2 (c1 = −1.4088).
smeared link would produe a larger eet.
There is an obvious qualitative onnetion between Figs. 3 and 4 and the results of one-loop perturbation theory
for mathing oeients: As the magnitude of the gluon propagator shrinks at large k, so does its ontribution to the
integrals of the perturbative alulation.
IV. THE NON-PERTURBATIVE STATIC POTENTIAL
We start our disussion of the non-perturbative properties of the dierent ations with the stati quark potential.
The perturbative results of Set. 3.2 suggest that the thin link Symanzik ation has the smallest lattie distortion.
The Wilson ation has a positive lattie orretion at small distane and observable rotational symmetry breaking
even at r/a = 2−3. The perturbative DBW2 potential has a larger and negative orretion at r/a = 1 and observable
rotational symmetry breaking even at r/a = 4 − 5. The perturbative HYP smeared Wilson gauge ation potential
has similar distortion at r/a = 1 as the DBW2 but muh smaller rotational symmetry violation while the Asqtad
smeared Wilson gauge potential has smaller distortion at short distanes but larger rotational symmetry violation.
We studied the non-perturbative stati potential on Wilson, 1-loop Symanzik and DBW2 gauge bakgrounds with
and without HYP smearing. The simulations were arried out on 83 × 24 latties with Sommer sale r0/a ∼ 3.0 for
all three ations, at β = 5.7 for Wilson, β = 7.775 for Symanzik and β = 0.82426 for the DBW2 ation.
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Figure 4: k2Gµµ(k) for two lattie ations and two smearing funtions: (a) Wilson (c1 = 0) gauge ation with HYP bloking,
(b) tree level Symanzik (c1 = −1/12) gauge ation with HYP bloking, () Wilson (c1 = 0) gauge ation with Asqtad bloking,
(d) tree level Symanzik (c1 = −1/12) gauge ation with Asqtad bloking,
distanes the smeared and thin link potentials dier only by an irrelevant additive onstant. In Fig. 5 we plot both the
smeared and thin link potentials, the former one shifted by a onstant to math the thin link potential at r/a =
√
7,
a somewhat arbitrarily hosen mathing point. We t eah potential following the method proposed in [26℄ and used
with the HYP potential in [27, 28℄ taking a four parameter funtional form
Vlatt(r) = Vcont(r) + ǫ(Vc(r) − 1
4πr
)
where Vcont is the ontinuum potential
Vcont = −e
r
+ V0 + σr,
and Vc(r) is the lattie Coulomb potential of Eq. 20. The term ǫ(Vc(r)− 1/(4πr)) is an attempt to model and remove
the lattie artifats of the potential. It is diult to judge how muh of the lattie artifats an be desribed by this
term, only the quality of the t an justify its use.
Fig. 5a shows the Wilson gauge ation potential measured with thin links (diamonds) and with HYP links (o-
tagons). The dotted line of the gure orrespond to the t of the ontinuum potential Vcont after the removal of
the lattie artifats while the dashed line is the same ontinuum potential obtained with the HYP smeared links
and their orresponding perturbative orretions. The fat that it is impossible to resolve the two dierent lines in
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Figure 5: The stati potential measured with a) Wilson gauge ation, b) 1-loop Symanzik gauge ation and ) DBW2 gauge
ation. In all ases both the thin link (diamonds) and HYP smeared (otagons) potentials are plotted, shifted to agree at
r/a =
√
7. The dotted and dashed lines are the tted ontinuum potentials as desribed in the text.
the gure indiates that the lattie artifats are onsistently removed. Also, the sign and relative magnitude of the
lattie orretions are what we expeted from the perturbative Coulomb potential. Fig. 5b is the same for the 1-loop
Symanzik ation. The smeared and thin link results are onsistent, indistinguishable. The thin link potential has
very small lattie artifats but after removing the lattie orretion both thin and HYP potentials predit the same
ontinuum values. In Fig. 5 we plot the orresponding potential data for the DBW2 ation. The agreement between
the thin and HYP smeared potentials is good though not as perfet as in the previous two ases, mainly beause of the
stronger rotational symmetry violation of the thin link potential.The results agree with the perturbative preditions:
12
Figure 6: The ation of smooth instantons, normalized by the ontinuum value, as the funtion of the instanton radius,
alulated with dierent ations. a) solid line: Wilson ation, dotted line: tree level Symanzik ation; dashed-dotted line:
Iwasaki ation; dashed line: DBW2 ation. b) solid line: Wilson ation (thin link); dashed line: HYP smeared Wilson ation;
dotted line: HYP smeared tree level Symanzik ation.
even the thin link DBW2 potential has a large distortion at r/a = 1, about the same as the HYP link potential with
Wilson or 1-loop Symanzik ation. If the value of the potential (or any other quantity) is important at r/a = 1, the
DBW2 ation is not a good hoie to use.
It is diult, if not impossible, to prove how the lattie Coulomb term ould desribe the lattie artifats of the
non-perturbative potential. Only the fat that the dierent potential measurements with thin and HYP links give
onsistent ontinuum results for all three gauge ations justies its use.
Reent alulations of the stati potential with the DBW2 ation did not show suh a large distortion at small
distanes. However in Ref. [29℄ only the on-axis potential was measured at distanes r/a ≥ 2. From that data it
would have been hard to see the distortion at small distanes.
V. TOPOLOGY AND THE GAUGE ACTION
A. Smooth instantons
It is generally believed that avor symmetry violation for staggered fermions, the residual hiral symmetry violation
of domain wall fermions, and the omputationally most demanding small eigenmodes of the overlap fermions are due
to small sale, plaquette level vauum utuations. Smearing attempts to remove these objets by averaging the
gauge links while the Iwasaki and DBW2 ations do the same by making it energetially unfavorable to reate them
in the rst plae. That mehanism an be seen learly from the ation of smooth instantons. We alulated the
instanton ation on a set of smooth instantons with varying radii. These instantons were reated in singular gauge
on 324 latties and bloked twie in order to approximate the smooth, ontinuum solution. In Fig. 6a we show the
result, normalized by the ontinuum instanton ation, for Wilson, tree level Symanzik, Iwasaki and DBW2 ations. A
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Figure 7: The Monte Carlo time history of the topologial harge with various gauge ations. The ations are (from top to
bottom) Wilson (β = 6.0), Symanzik (β = 8.4), Iwasaki (β = 2.6) and DBW2 (β = 1.04).
perfet lattie ation should have a prole that is less than one for small radii and one for radii larger than a ritial
value where the vauum utuation beomes an instanton. At the ritial radius the ation funtion is non-analyti,
it develops a kink. None of our ations an reprodue this behavior, but not surprisingly the losest to it is the tree
level Symanzik ation. The Wilson ation prole approahes the ontinuum value more slowly, from below. The
Iwasaki ation overshoots the ontinuum value by about 50% at r/a ∼ 0.6, suppressing utuations of this size. The
orreponding DBW2 urve is nothing less than shoking. The urve rises to almost four at r/a ∼ 0.6 and even at
distane r/a = 1.5 it is above two. The DBW2 ation strongly suppresses instantons and disloations with radius
0.3 < r/a < 2−3. The very small utuations are still present, but small radius instantons are disfavored. On latties
where these small instantons are important physially one would expet fairly large lattie artifats from the DBW2
ation.
Smearing attempts to remove disloations seen by the fermions by averaging the gauge links. Fig. 6b ompares the
HYP smeared instanton proles of the Wilson and Symanzik ations. For referene we inlude the thin link Wilson
ation prole again. The most important onlusion from Fig. 6b is that smearing removes disloations with radius
r/a < 0.5, the ation prole rises only at r/a ∼ 0.7. Even though the gauge onguration an have plenty of small
instantons and disloations, most of these are not seen by the fermions.
B. The autoorrelation of the topologial harge
We have seen that as the oeient c1 in the ation beomes more negative, the ation favors small instantons less
and less. In a Monte Carlo simulation with loal (one-link) updates, hange of topology always ours through the
(dis)appearane of small topologial objets. It is thus not very surprising that the suppression of small topologial
objets implies that topology hanges less often. In Fig. 7 we show the Monte Carlo time history of the topologial
harge with dierent gauge ations. The harge was measured using the RG improved harge operator [30, 31℄ after
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Figure 8: Instanton size distribution of the dierent ations after two HYP smearing steps. a) Wilson (dotted lines) and Iwasaki
(dashed lines) ations; b) Wilson (dotted lines) and DBW2 (solid lines) ations.
8 levels of APE smearing steps. The units on the horizontal axis orrespond to ten full sweeps of a ombination of
one overrelaxation and one Metropolis step over the whole lattie. The lattie size in these simulations was 124 in
all ases and the β values were mathed to orrespond to the same lattie spaing, a = 0.095 fm, set by the Sommer
sale. Indeed, the dierene among the gauge ations is striking. Notie that for the DBW2 ation the MC time
sale is an order of magnitude dierent. The integrated autoorrelation time of the topologial harge was estimated
to be 100 and 700 sweeps for the Wilson and the Iwasaki ation respetively. In the ase of the DBW2 ation the
autoorrelation time is so enormous that the available data was not enough even to estimate it. It is also interesting
to observe that the plaquette autoorrelation time is 10, 7 and 5.5 for the Wilson, Iwasaki and the DBW2 ation. The
very large autoorrelation time of the topologial harge of the DBW2 ation was also noted by the RBC ollaboration
[4℄.
It is also notieable that as c1 beomes more negative, and the hange between topologial setors ours less
frequently, the harge also beomes loser on the average to integer values. This also indiates the strong suppression
of small instantons and in general the suppression of gauge ongurations lose to the boundary between two harge
setors.
C. The instanton size distribution
The instanton ation proles of Fig. 6 indiate a slight suppression of small instantons for the Iwasaki ation, and
strong suppression of small and even larger instantons for the DBW2 ation. On ongurations with a ∼ 0.095 fm the
average instanton radius is about r/a = 3 but smaller instantons should be also present. In order to see if the dierent
gauge ations have dierent instanton size distributions we have measured instanton sizes on a set of a ∼ 0.095 fm
ongurations. We measured the topologial harge density after 2-4 levels of HYP smearing [32℄ and ompared it
to smooth instanton proles. This is the same method we used in Ref. [30, 31℄ exept we do not extrapolate the
instanton size to zero smearing level. In Fig. 8 we ompare the instanton size distribution of the dierent ations after
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two HYP smearing steps. We have used the same 124, a = 0.095 fm ongurations we analyzed in the previous setion
and normalized the distribution by the number of ongurations. As Fig. 8a illustrates, there is not muh dierene
between the Wilson and Iwasaki ations. The size distribution peaks around ρ/a = 3.5 and both ations predit the
same topologial density. (We are not onerned about the physial signiane of the topologial density here. Sine
we have used the same lattie spaing and analysis method with both onguration sets, omparing the two densities
gives information about the two ations.) In ontrast, the Wilson and DBW2 ations dier signiantly, as Fig. 8b
illustrates. The smaller instantons are suppressed by the DBW2 ation, and the topologial density is about 30% less
on the DBW2 than on the Wilson ongurations. If we onsider the physial piture of quark propagation, where the
quarks hop from instanton to anti-instanton in the vauum [33℄, lak of instantons ould point to observable saling
violations in the light hadron spetrum.
VI. FLAVOR SYMMETRY VIOLATION IN STAGGERED ACTIONS
Smeared ations are used with staggered fermions beause they onsiderably redue avor symmetry violations.
Both the Asqtad and HYP smearing are O(a2) perturbative improved though the oeients of the HYP smearing are
non-perturbatively optimized. Relative to the thin link staggered ation, Asqtad fermions improve avor symmetry
by a fator of ve, HYP fermions by about a fator of ten. Based on our perturbative and instanton analyzes, avor
symmetry ould also be improved by modifying the gauge ation. At rst this approah might look attrative: it is
muh easier to simulate thin link fermions with a ompliated gauge ation than smeared link fermions. However taking
the easy way might have serious onsequenes later on. The potential data indiates that the DBW2 ation distorts
short distane behavior, the time evolution of the topologial harge points to unaeptably long autoorrelation
times, the low topologial density ould imply large lattie artifats. Nevertheless, in this setion we onsider the
possibility of using dierent gauge ations with and without smearing in staggered fermion simulations and investigate
the level of avor symmetry violation these ations show.
We have studied the quenhed staggered spetrum on our 83 × 24, r0/a ∼ 3.0, a ∼ 0.17 fm ongurations. Before
presenting our results for the spetrum, rst we look at the distribution of the plaquette on these ongurations. In
[6℄ it was argued and illustrated that the end tail of the plaquette distribution is orrelated with avor symmetry
breaking of staggered fermions. The argument is quite simple: avor symmetry violation is aused by the strongly
utuating gauge elds at the hyperubi level. These gauge links reate plaquettes with very small value, therefore
the number of plaquettes with very small value indiate the level of avor symmetry breaking the fermions observe.
In Fig. 9 we show the tail of the plaquette distribution, normalized by the number of ongurations for the Wilson,
1-loop Symanzik and DBW2 gauge ations. Fig. 9a ompares the plaquettes onstruted from thin links. Not
surprisingly, the DBW2 ation is a fator of eight better than the Wilson ation. The 1-loop Symanzik ation is also
better than the Wilson ation by about a fator of two. In Fig. 9b we plot the plaquette distribution of the Wilson
and 1-loop Symanzik ations after one level of HYP bloking. The latter is again a fator of two better than the
former, but both are an order of magnitude better than the thin link DBW2 ation. (Observe the sale dierene of
the two gures.) Does the impliation from the tail of the plaquette agree with the atual avor symmetry violation
of the dierent ations? We use the parameter
∆pi =
mpi −mG
mG
, (25)
whih measures the relative dierene between the Goldstone pion mass and the non-Goldstone pions, to ompare the
dierent ations. This quantity diverges at zero quark masses and depends strongly on the lattie spaing, but sine
we have done all the simulations at approximately idential lattie spaings and volumes, ∆pi as a funtion of the
Goldstone partile, is a good indiator of the avor symmetry violation of the dierent ations. The results, shown
in Fig. 10, onrms these expetations. The thin link 1-loop Symanzik ation improves avor symmetry relative to
the Wilson ation by about 30%. The thin DBW2 ation is even better, it has avor symmetry violation at the level
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Figure 9: The tail of the plaquette distribution for dierent gauge ations a) with thin links and b) after HYP smearing. Dotted
line: Wilson, dashed line: 1-loop Symanzik, solid line: DBW2 ation. Observe the sale dierene of the two gures.
of the Asqtad smeared Wilson ation. HYP smearing, even on Wilson ongurations, is a fator of two better. One
an redue avor symmetry violation even further by using the 1-loop Symanzik ation. It is not easy to see from the
gure, but 1-loop Symanzik is about 30% better than Wilson, even after HYP smearing. Sine the Symanzik ation
has better saling saling properties than the Wilson ation and does not suer from topologial autoorrelation slow
down like the DBW2 and Iwasaki ations do, a HYP smeared Symanzik ation appears to be the best hoie for
staggered simulations.
VII. SMEARING, IMPROVED ACTIONS AND THE OVERLAP OPERATOR
A. Fermioni harge and overlap
Sine a large negative c1 suppresses the reation of small instantons or other objets where the gauge eld is on
the boundary between dierent topologial setors, gauge ations with a more negative c1 result in smaller residual
masses in domain wall simulations. A similar mehanism is at work in the ase of the overlap. The overlap operator
is dened in terms of a simple Dira operator (e.g. Wilson) D0 by the formula
Dov = 1−A
[
A†A
]− 1
2 , A = 1+ s−D0, (26)
where s is a real parameter. If the gauge onguration is lose to the boundary between dierent topologial setors,
A†A has to have a small eigenvalue. Therefore, the suppression of these boundary gauge ongurations an also thin
out the small eigenvalues of A†A. This is important for pratial appliations sine the ost of the overlap is governed
by the ondition number of A†A. Assuming for instane that Chebyshev polynomials are used to approximate the
inverse square root, the order of the Chebyshev polynomial is inversely proportional to the square root of the smallest
eigenvalue where the Chebyshev approximation has to work. In Table V we show the average smallest and eighth
smallest eigenvalue of A†A with D0 being the Wilson Dira operator, on dierent sets of gauge bakgrounds with the
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Figure 10: Flavor symmetry violation of staggered fermions on dierent gauge ation bakgrounds with dierent smearing
transformations. All data on this plot is from quenhed simulations with lattie spaing a ≃ 0.17fm.
same lattie spaing. The lattie size was 124 and the β values were 6.0 (Wilson), 2.60 (Iwasaki), 8.40 (Symanzik) and
1.04 (DBW2) and eah set ontained 50 independent ongurations. For this qualitative test we xed the value of s
to be 0.5, exept on the HYP smeared ongurations, where it was set to zero. Although in priniple s would have to
be optimized for eah type of gauge bakground separately, we hose to x it lose to the overall optimal value. This
is suient for our purposes, moreover, an optimization for the smallest eigenvalues of A†A and for loality would
yield dierent values.
There is a lear trend that a more negative value of c1 pushes up the smallest eigenvalues. However, the reader's
attention is alled to the last entry in the table, where we have HYP-smeared the links in the fermion ation and
retained the Symanzik gauge ation. The gain in time for simulating this ation is almost a fator of two better than
for the DBW2 ation.
Generally, overlap simulations are aelerated by projeting out (and treating exatly) the eigenvetors orrespond-
ing to the smallest few eigenvetors. This results in a gain of about a fator of 2 for the Wilson ation, and smaller
fators for the other ations studied. To failitate a omparison we also inluded in the table the fator one an gain
in speed ompared to Wilson gauge ation without projeting out any eigenvetor.
A major dierene between the overlap and domain wall formulation is that for the overlap small eigenvalues of A†A
are only a nuisane, as they make the alulation more expensive. On the other hand, in domain wall simulations the
extension of the lattie in the fth diretion is xed and this results in dierent hirality violations and residual mass
eets onguration by onguration. This is the main reason why improvement of the gauge ation was so badly
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Ation 〈λ1〉 tW1/t 〈λ8〉 tW1/t
Wilson 0.013(2) 1.0 0.061(1) 2.17
Symanzik 0.044(4) 1.84 0.105(1) 2.84
Iwasaki 0.065(4) 2.24 0.130(1) 3.16
DBW2 0.160(5) 3.51 0.217(1) 4.09
Symanzik+HYP 0.46(3) 5.95 0.737(2) 7.52
Table V: The average smallest eigenvalue (λ1) and the 8th smalles eigenvalue (λ8) of A
†A and the fator of CPU time redution
ompared to the Wilson ation with no eigenvetor projeted out. The rst two olumns refer to the ase when no eigenvalues
are projeted out, the last to olumns to the one when the eight lowest eigenvetors are projeted out and treated exatly.
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Figure 11: The loalization of the overlap in gauge bakgrounds generated with various gauge ations. The parameter s was
hosen to make the operator as loal as possible in the given gauge bakground.
needed in the ase of DW fermions. As our results with the overlap suggest, improving the Domain Wall tehnology
might be a better solution than going to extremes in tuning the gauge ation.
B. Loalization
We saw that the density of low modes of A†A depends on the gauge ation. There have been speulations on the
onnetion between low modes of A†A and the loality of the overlap [34, 35℄. It is therefore interesting to ompare
the loality of the overlap in the dierent gauge bakgrounds studied in the present work. This is done in Fig. 11,
where the quantity
f(r) = max
{
||Dovψ(x)|| :
∑
µ
|xµ| = r
}
(27)
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is plotted as a funtion of the so alled taxi driver distane, r =
∑
µ |xµ| from a loalized soure ψk(x) = δ(x)δkj .
This quantity was introdued in [34℄ to measure the (non)-loality of the overlap operator.
There are no surprises here. As seen in the gure, the general trend is that a large redution in the number of
small modes of A†A results in a slight improvement of the loality of the overlap, in aordane with the results of
[35℄, where dierent types and degrees of smearing were shown to have a similar eet.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have investigated the redution of lattie artifats whih an be ahieved by altering the gauge
eld self-interation and the fermion-gauge oupling. We foussed mostly  but not exlusively  on the redution of
lattie hiral symmetry breaking artifats. Chiral improvement an be ahieved by either altering the gauge ation, or
the fermion-gauge eld oupling, or by a ombination. That the two alterations produe similar eets is most starkly
revealed by perturbation theory, where one sees that either eet alters the eetive gluon propagator in fermioni
Feynman diagrams. A variety of perturbative and nonperturbative tests reveal that a large c1 in the gauge ation an
improve avor symmetry violation for staggered fermions or the eieny of implementing domain wall fermions or
the overlap. However, a muh more dramati improvement an be ahieved by replaing the thin link variable in the
fermion ation with smeared links. And the use of a large c1 in the gauge ation introdues a number of bad features
into simulations: most notably a distortion of the heavy quark potential at short distane and long simulation time
autoorrelations of the topologial harge.
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